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LOS ANGELES: Swirling storms. Dusty
rings. Glowing polar lights. Glimpses of
Jupiter  have been beamed back by
robotic explorers since the 1970s. Most
visits were brief and only one spacecraft
spent time circling the planet. So there’s
still lots to learn about the biggest planet
in the solar system and its four main
moons. NASA is headed to Jupiter again
for what’s promised to be the best views
and most extensive exploration yet. 

Named for  the k ing of  the Roman
gods, Jupiter is one of five planets visible
with the naked eye. It’s so massive that it
could hold everything else in the solar
system, minus the sun. The Juno space-
craft, named after the Roman goddess
who was Jupiter’s wife, arrives Monday
after a nearly five-year voyage. It will
orbit the planet for over a year. A look at
what’s still unknown about Jupiter:

WATER
Like the sun, Jupiter is a ball of mostly

hydrogen and helium. It was probably
the f irst  planet to form. Jupiter is  11
times wider than Earth and 300 times
heavier.  Juno wi l l  hunt  for  water  in
Jupiter ’s atmosphere, which may help
explain how Earth got its water. Previous
spacecraft found only a trace amount in
Jupiter’s atmosphere, but scientists think
they didn’t look deep enough. Juno car-
r ies  an instrument  that  can pierce
through thick clouds to measure the
water content.

GREAT RED SPOT
A world of swirling clouds and colorful

stripes, Jupiter’s most prominent feature
is the Great Red Spot, a fierce storm in
the atmosphere larger than Earth that
has lasted for centuries. In recent years,
the spot has been mysteriously shrinking.
Once an oval about 25,500 miles wide in
the late 1880s,  the spot shrank to its
smal lest  obser ved s ize  in  2014 -  the
shape of  a  c i rc le  about 10,250 miles
across. Juno will study how deep into the
atmosphere the Great Red Spot extends
in an effort to understand what may hap-
pen next to Jupiter’s trademark.

AURORAS
Earth’s dazzling southern and northern

l ights are dim compared to Jupiter ’s
auroras, the brightest in the solar system.
Earth’s polar lights are triggered by solar
storms, which occur when a cloud of gas
from the sun s lams into the planet ’s
magnetic field. Jupiter’s powerful auro-
ras are sparked by the planet’s own rota-
tion. Jupiter is the fastest-spinning plan-
et in the solar system, tak ing just 10
hours to complete a rotation.  As Jupiter
spins, it drags its magnetic field around
with it. Juno will observe the light show
and learn  about  the  dr iv ing forces
behind it.

POLAR REGIONS
The first peek of Jupiter’s poles came

in 1974 when Pioneer  11 f lew by en
route to Saturn. Juno will  get a more
detailed look by passing over Jupiter’s
polar regions. During the next year, the
spacecraft will  circle Jupiter 37 times
from pole to pole - a path that will cover
the whole planet. At its closest approach,
Juno wi l l  sk im within 3 ,100 mi les  of
Jupiter’s cloud tops.—AP

Unsolved mysteries about the 
solar system’s biggest planet

File Photo: This composite image of photographs made by NASA’s Cassini spacecraft on Dec.
29, 2000 shows the planet Jupiter.—AP

MAINE: In this photo provided by Theodore L Hatch, a black bear rests in his back-
yard in Scarborough, Maine.—AP

PORTLAND: New England’s bears are paw-
ing through the region’s birdfeeders,
garbage cans and backyard grills because
of dry weather that has caused a scarcity of
the berries and other plants they like to eat
in the woods. Maine has the largest black
bear population in the eastern US, and
complaints of nuisance bears have shot up.
The Maine Warden Service reported in mid-
June that it had already received more than
200 complaints, a year after it received
about 400 in all of 2015.

Wildlife officials in New Hampshire and
Vermont have also advised residents to
take precautions, and bear sightings are on
the rise in Connecticut. Brian Fauth, of
South Portland, one of Maine’s most dense-
ly populated cities, is in the market for a
new backyard shepherd’s hook after a bear
bent his in half to get a better angle into his
birdfeeder a week ago. He said he’s happy
to share birdseed, but would rather not
have a 300-pound animal in his backyard.

“It was definitely cool to see, but not
something I want sticking around,” said
Fauth, who has not refilled his birdfeeder
since. “We’re used to seeing woodchucks
and squirrels in the yard.” June is typically
the busiest month for nuisance bear com-
plaints, and residents need to be wary until
more rainfall arrives and helps grow natural
food, Maine’s wildlife department said. In
New Hampshire, wildlife biologist Mark
Ellingwood said the same scenario is play-
ing out.

“This is shaping up to be a high year in
terms of bear activity, particularly in com-
parison to last year,” Ellingwood said. “If we
have poor food production, then we have
bears in communities looking for food.” In
Vermont, the Department of Fish and
Wildlife has received 142 bear complaints

so far, compared with 51 for all of last year.
The department is continuing to urge peo-
ple to take down bird feeders. 

Food and bears
Birds don’t need feeding during the

summer and the feeders can create prob-
lem bears that then have to be destroyed,
said Vermont bear Biologist Forrest
Hammond. “It’s not a ton of bears that are
causing the problems,” said Hammond.
“What it is, is a number of bears, a small
percentage of our bears, that are trying to
get human foods and they are continuing
to do that.” Connecticut bear sightings
since July 2015 total nearly 5,500 - about
1,000 more than were reported in the 2015
calendar year.

New England’s bears can’t get too com-
fortable. Maine’s hunting season starts
August 29, and hunters will start laying bait
for the animals in about a month. State
wildlife biologists have said the use of bait
is necessary so hunters can help prevent
the bear population from growing out of
control. But some animal welfare advocates
have said the use of baiting for bears with
human food, such as doughnuts, has habit-
uated them to human food and human
smells.

Use of bear bait is legal in at least 13
states, including Maine and New
Hampshire, according to the Humane
Society of the United States. “Stop feeding
bears human foods, and bears will be less
inclined to come around human places,”
said Daryl DeJoy, of the Wildlife Alliance of
Maine. “Where there’s food is where bears
go.” Associated Press writers Wilson Ring in
Montpelier,  Vermont, and Kathy
McCormack in Concord, New Hampshire,
contributed to this report.—AP

Dry weather bringing people and 
bears together in New England

DANA POINT, California: A blue whale
entangled in crab pot line has remained out
of sight since rescuers off the Southern
California coast unsuccessfully tried to free
the giant mammal earlier this week. Dave
Anderson of Capt Dave’s Dolphin & Whale
Watching Safari said Thursday that boaters
and even volunteers in airplanes have
looked for the whale since it dove and disap-

peared near nightfall Monday after the res-
cue effort off Dana Point. Anderson says he
has seen other blue whales feeding on krill
in the area but not the one with about 200
feet of thin line tangled either around a flip-
per or the mouth. He says it would be nor-
mal for a blue whale to be feeding off
California at this time of year and wouldn’t
be surprised if it’s spotted again.—AP

No sign of entangled blue 
whale off South California


